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SUMMARY OF DESIGN AND BLADE-ELEMENT PERFORMANCE DATA
FOR 12 AXIAL-FLOW PUMP ROTOR CONFIGURATIONS
by Max J. Miller,* Theodore H. Okiishi^ George K. Serovy,*
Donald M. Sandercock, and Werner R. Britsch
Lewis Research Center
SUMMARY
During the period 1958-70 a comprehensive program of research on pumps for
liquid-propellant rocket systems was carried on and supported by the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration through the Lewis Research Center. One important
phase of the research on axial-flow pumps was an extensive investigation of rotor blade
row configurations operating in water. A carefully selected and evaluated collection of
noncavitating blade-element performance data for 12 of these axial-flow pump rotor con-
figurations is presented. Rotor design philosophy, test apparatus and procedure, and
data reduction and evaluation are discussed.
All but one of the rotor configurations considered were composed of double-
circular-arc blade sections and were designed for high inlet relative flow angles. Hub-
tip radius ratios ranged from 0. 40 to 0.90.
This information should be useful for analysis and design purposes - not only for
pumps, but also for axial-flow compressors and blowers. Except for the generally
higher level of pump rotor blade chord Reynolds numbers involved, the flow conditions
associated with the present pump rotor data are quite similar to those existing in the
rear stages of industrial multistage axial-flow compressors and in fan and blower con-
figurations with high hub-tip ratios.
To facilitate handling the large volume of experimental data presented, a data stor-
age and recall computer program was developed. A listing and description of the pro-
gram and detailed information concerning its use are presented. Other possible uses for
the program are also suggested.
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INTRODUCTION
• ' « • . ' •
 r
 . • .During the period 1958-70 a comprehensive program of research on pumps for
liquid-prope llant rocket systems was carried on and supported by the National Aero-
' • ' • - .
nautics and Space Administration through the Lewis Research Center. The program in-
cluded numerous projects involving the fluid mechanics of inducers and centrifugal and
axial-flow pump configurations.
One important phase of the research on axial-flow pumps was extensive experimen-
tal investigation of rotor blade rows operating in water. Several features of these stud-
ies justify careful consideration of the results. First, a wide range of rotor geometries
was utilized and consistent design techniques were used. Second, experimental facilities
were planned, constructed, and operated so that the effects of extraneous and random
variables could be eliminated or minimized. Both overall performance and radial dis-
. ' • . .• i
tributions of fluid properties and velocities at inlet and exit measuring stations were
measured. The results are believed to be the most complete, if not the only available,
collection of detailed experimental performance data of axial-flow pump blade rows.
From 1960 to the present the NASA Lewis Research Center has supported at Iowa
State University a research program concerned with prediction of the performance of
axial-flow pumps by blade-element methods. Development of these methods has depended
on correlation of experimental data from the various NASA studies.
To support this work, a computer-based storage and recall system for experimental
axial-flow pump data has been developed. The system is structured so that rotor andi . • ' . • '
stage geometric parameters and basic fluid property measurements can be retrieved
rapidly and used in the computation pf currently recognized, as well as newly proposed,
hydrodynamic and geometric parameters.
The major objective of this report is to present a carefully selected and evaluated
collection of data for 12 axial-flow pump rotor configurations. In addition, the report
includes a discussion of the test facilities in which the data were obtained, information
about rotor design procedures, and an evaluation of the results. Noncavitating data only
are presented, but it is noted that some cavitation data for included rotors are given in
references 1 to 6. All but one of the data sets included are for rotors having double-
circular-arc blade-section geometries on cylindrical surfaces. The rotor geometries
are characterized by high inlet relative flow angles.
A secondary objective of this report is to describe and demonstrate the utility of the
data storage and recall system. The 12 rotor data sets have been placed in the proper
format for entry into the system, and it has been used to prepare the detailed data tabu-
lations presented herein. Data of questionable validity were eliminated wherever pos-
sible.
ROTOR DESIGN INFORMATION
The 12 rotor configurations were part of a systematic study to show the effects of
design parameters such as blade loading, flow coefficient, radius ratio, tip clearance,
and energy addition distribution on the performance of a class of rotor geometry. This
class is composed of high-inlet-relative-flow-angle, high-head-rise blade rows opera-
ting in an annulus having constant-diameter hub and casing surfaces.
Design Procedure
A two-part design procedure based on the blade-element method given in reference 7
was used. A detailed description of this procedure as applied to pump rotor design is
given in reference 3. In the first part of the procedure, velocity diagrams were calcu-
lated at the blade-row entrance and exit stations, assuming axisymmetric flow and cylin-
drical stream surfaces. A computer program which performs the velocity diagram cal-
culations is presented in reference 8. The second part of the design procedure con-
sisted of selecting blade sections on the assumed cylindrical stream surfaces to produce
the desired exit velocity diagrams and stacking the sections to form a blade. The stack-
ing procedure can be carried out by using the computer program of reference 9. A
typical blade formed from stacked sections is shown in the blade fabrication drawing of
figure 1.
The choice of design parameters for the different blade rows in a multistage pump
usually depends on the changing values of flow conditions (particularly pressure) through
the pump. The first rotor in a multistage pump is often an inducer which has a low
design flow coefficient (p, a low radius ratio rh/rt, and low blade loading to enhance
cavitation performance. (All symbols are defined in appendix A.) Deeper in the pump,
where the pressure is high enough to preclude cavitation, considerations of high head
rise per stage dominate design decisions. Thus, it is desirable to raise ~q> as much as
possible because, as shown by examples presented in references 3 and 10, for a given
blade loading (as measured by D-factor), energy addition increases as 7p is increased
and this leads to higher head rise per stage. In a multistage pump having a constant tip
diameter, the Ip for downstream stages is increased by increasing r, /r,. This leads
to short blades which impose a practical limit on the maximum value of ~y, depending on
the scale of the pump. The blade loading of middle and rear stages is limited by hydro-
dynamic considerations other than cavitation; and accordingly, loading may be consider-
ably higher for these stages than for inlet stages.
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Figure 1. -Typical blade
1. Material must pass ultrasonic inspection as per NASA specification LRC-4-A,
2. Line of points Z is a radial line and perpendicular to airfoil sections.
3. Aerodynamic tolerance requirements will be satisfied if contour of blade is within
+0.003 to -0.001 inch of true contour, provided contour is smooth and deviations
from fairness do not exceed 0.002 inch per 0.250 inch of surface length.
4. To be dynamically balanced by NASA. See note 1 on CD843428.
5. "A" surfaces must be concentric, .parallel, flat, square and true within 0.001
inch FIR.
6. v a" over unless otherwise specified.
7. Turn tip radius after assembly with rotor CD843430 to provide 0.015 to 0.020
clearance with 843433.
8. The 0.030-inch fillet radius must be polished smooth and be tangent to airfoil and
base.
9. Finished part must pass Zyglo inspection.
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The overall design features of .the 12 rotor configurations, which are summarized
































































































































0. 007 to 0. 009
0.015 to 0.017
0. 022 to 0. 024
0.009 to 0.011
0.009 to 0.011
0. 009 to 0. 010










^Configurations 8, 9, and 10 have a 5^in. tip diameter. All other configurations have a 9-in. tip diameter.
Configuration 02 was intended to be typical of a transition rotor which would follow im-
mediately downstream of an inducer stage. The other 11 configurations are typical
middle- and rear-stage rotors. To avoid confusion, note that configurations 09 and 9 are
different geometries.
Features common to all configurations include constant-diameter annulus surfaces,
double-circular-arc blade sections (except configuration 16), and 9-inch outer-annulus
surface diameter (except configurations 8, 9, and 10, which had a 5-in. diameter). Tip
clearance was obtained by grinding the required amount from the blade tips.
Certain subsets of the rotor configurations have identifiable common features:
(1) Configuration 09 was derived from the configuration 07 design by doubling the
chord length and reducing the number of blades from 19 to 8.
(2) Configurations 5 and 6 are 9-inch-diameter rotors which differ only in the value -
of tip clearance.
(3) Likewise, configurations 8, 9, and 10 (which are 5/9 scale models of configura-
tion 5) differ from one another only in the values of tip clearance. . , . >
(4) Configurations 13A and 16 have the same blade angles; but 13A<has double-
circular-arc blade sections, while configuration 16 has arbitrary blade profiles. '
(5) Configurations 02, 07, 5, 14A, and 15 are similar designs which demonstrate the
effects of increasing blade loading and flow coefficient.
Blade-Element Design Features
Blade-element procedures were used to obtain the local values of velocity diagram
and rotor blade geometric parameters, as previously mentioned. Special features apply-
ing to specific configurations are given in this section. For additional information the
references in table I should be consulted. Radial distributions of velocity diagram and
blade geometry parameters are summarized in tables IT and HI. Blade parameters are
illustrated in figure 2 and defined in appendix A.
Configuration 02 was derived from the rotor described in reference 11 by reducing
the number of blades'from 19 to 16. The design parameters given for configuration 02 in
tables II and III were reconstructed to reflect the reduced solidity. By using the proce-
dure of reference 12, an ideal flow coefficient lp. value was selected for optimum cavi- '
tation performance. Inlet relative flow angles and solidities outside the ranges given in ,
the correlations of design incidence angle and deviation angles presented in reference 7
required extrapolation for this configuration. Designers should note that water-cascade
data for double-circular-arc blade sections are now available for high blade setting
angles (ref. 13).
The same ^J. used for configuration 02 was retained for configuration 07. Extrapo-
lations of reference 7 correlations were required in computation of some incidence and
deviation angles. No hydrodynamic design was carried out for configuration 09 since it
was derived directly from configuration 07 by doubling the chord and reducing the number
of blades from 19 to 8. For this reason, no design information is presented in tables n
and III.
In the design of configurations 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10, a higher lp. and an increasing
Figure 2. - Typical double-circular-arc blade elements and nomenclature.
8
energy addition from hub to tip were used to reduce gradients of exit flow coefficient $„
and head-rise coefficient ty. Incidence and deviation angle data could be obtained directly
from reference 7 without extrapolation.
The velocity diagrams for configuration 16 were computed by assuming zero inlet
tangential velocity and radially constant values of inlet flow coefficient tplt ideal head-
rise coefficient i//., and efficiency 77. These assumptions resulted in a radially constant •
exit flow coefficient <p2. Specific values of efficiency or loss could not be assigned be-
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Figure 3. - Detailed description of hub and tip blade sections used for configuration 16.
blade mean camber line, the pressure surface, and the suction surface were described
by third-order polynomials, as shown in figure 3. The particular polynomials selected
were such that the flow area between adjacent blade sections in the cascade increased
uniformly from the leading edge to the trailing edge. Blade profiles were developed in
this way on the hub and tip stream surfaces and stacked on a radial line through their
•centers of area. The remainder of the blade was defined by passing straight lines through
points on the hub and tip profiles at equal percentages of the distance along the profile
.from the leading edge to the trailing edge. Incidence angles were arbitrarily chosen so
that at the off-design flow coefficient of 0. 35 the incidence angles would be zero. Carter's
rule was used to estimate deviation angles.
Configuration 13A was obtained by substituting double-circular-arc blade sections,
having the same leading- and trailing-edge blade angles, for the arbitrary blade profiles
of configuration 16. Identical chord lengths but different mean-camber-line shapes re-
sulted in blade-setting-angle values which differ for the two configurations (table HI).
Because of the relatively short span (0. 45 in.) of configuration 14A, three-
dimensional flows were expected to affect the losses over a significant fraction of the
span. However, since no procedure was available to estimate such losses, a radially
constant oJ of 0.125 was chosen. .
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE .
Performance tests of all 12 rotor configurations were carried out in the Lewis water
tunnel. A photograph and a schematic diagram of the water tunnel are shown in figures 4
and 5, and a description of the facility is given in reference 11. Schematics of typical
pump-inlet flow paths and test sections are shown in figure 6. Before each test series,
the water in the loop was conditioned by reducing the gas content to approximately 1 part
per million by weight and by circulating the water through a filter capable of removing
solid particles larger than 5 micrometers. During tests, the gas content was maintained
below 3 parts per million by weight. For tests of a given configuration, water tempera-
ture was held within a few degrees of a constant value. The water temperature was
slightly different for each configuration; but for all configurations, nominal water-
temperature values were in the range 65° to 85° F.
Noncavitating performance characteristics were obtained by maintaining the inlet
pressure and rotative speed constant while varying flow rate. Maximum-flow operating
points were established by the water-tunnel pressure losses with the throttling valve
wide open. Each minimum-flow operating point (except for configuration 02) was set, at
the discretion of the operator, close to a stalled condition made apparent through vibra-
tions and noise in the test apparatus. At each selected flow rate the radial distributions
10
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Figure 5. - Schematic diagram of Lewis water tunnel. (Dimensions are in inches.)
of flow conditions were surveyed at measuring stations no more than 1 chord length from
the blade leading and trailing edges. Measurements of total pressure, static pressure,
and flow angle were recorded at five or seven radial locations, which always included
positions approximately 10, 30, 50, 70, and 90 percent of the passage height from the
annulus outer surface. Blade elements were assumed to lie on cylindrical surfaces at
these radial positions. Sketches showing details of typical survey probes are given in
figure 7. All probes were automatically alined with the flow direction by means of a null
pressure balance system. Static-pressure probes were calibrated in a low-speed air
12
rEqually spaced bearing























(a) Configurations 02, 07, 09, 5, 6, 13A, 14A, 15, 16. (Configuration 02 had a rotating hub upstream.)
Pump rotor ^
(b) Configurations 8, 9, and 10. Axial coordinate Z, 0.35 inch.
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Figure 8. -Typical static-pressure-probe calibration curve.
pind indicated static pressure V jnd y^lP - Pjnd>144.0/pind
p true static pressure p viscosity
P true total pressure d probe static-pressure-tap
Pind PincWT diameterRe probe Reynolds number
tunnel. A typical calibration curve is shown in figure 8. The inlet plenum pressure was
measured by using a wall static tap. Additional test instrumentation included a venturi
meter, a water-temperature recording system, and a rotor-shaft-speed pickup used in
conjunction with an electronic counter.
DATA PRESENTATION
The overall performance characteristics of the 12 pump rotors are summarized in
figure 9 and table IV. (The headings of table IV are explained in appendix B.) For com-
parison, design operating-point values adjusted for boundary-layer blockage are indicated
as solid symbols in figure 9. The data are presented in figure 9 in terms of the rotor
subsets mentioned earlier. Starting with the configuration 07 design, doubling the chord
length, and reducing the number of blades from 19 to 8 resulted in the 09 configuration.
Data for these 9-inch-tip-diameter rotors are compared in figure 9(a). Rotor configura-
tions 5 and 6, identical 9-inch-diameter rotors except for tip clearance, are compared
in figure 9(b). Configurations 8, 9, and 10, identical 5-inch-diameter rotors except for
tip clearance, form the comparison of figure 9(c). The basic rotor of configurations 8,
9, and 10 is a geometrically scaled 5/9 version of the basic rotor of configurations 5
and 6. The geometrically similar tip clearances of configurations 5 and 8 were scaled
in the same ratio (5/9) as the rotor diameters. Data for these rotors are shown in fig-
ure 9(d). The tip clearances of configurations 5 and 9 are identical, and data for these
rotors are compared in figure 9(e). Rotor configurations 13A and 16 have identical blade
15
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Configuration Chord Number of
length, blades
in.
D 07 1.52 19
Ci 09 3.04 8
Solid symbols denote design
conditions - configuration 07
.30 .35 .40










O 5 0.015 to 0.017
O 6 0.025 to 0.027
• Design conditions - both configurations
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.25 I I I I
.45 .35
Average flow coefficient, '•
.45 .50 .55 .60









6 9 0.015 to 0.017
A 10 0.022 to 0.024




















Config- Casing Ratio of tip
uration diameter, clearance to
in. casing diameter
05 9 0.0017 to 0.0019
0 8 5 0.0014 to 0.0018
Solid symbols indicate design conditions
.7 .8 .35
Average flow coefficient,
J L I I
J L
.45 .50 .55 .60 .65
(cl Configurations 8, 9, and 10. (d) Configurations 5 and 8.










O 5 9 0.015to0.017
O 9 5 0.015 to 0.017
Solid symbols indicate design conditions
Configuration Blade section
Q 13A Double circular arc
O 16 Arbitrary profile
.40 .45 .50 .55 .60
lei Configurations 6 and 9.
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.4 .5 .6 _ .7
Average flow coefficient, <f
(gl Configurations 02, 07, 5, I4A, and 15.
FiaureJ. - Concluded.
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angles; however, configuration 13A was composed of double-circular-arc blade sections,
while configuration 16 involved arbitrary (see fig. 3) blade sections. Data for these
rotors are shown in figure 9(f). The configurations of figure 9(g), namely, 02, 07, 5,
14A, and 15, demonstrate the effects of increasing blade loading and design flow coeffi-
cient.
The blade-element data for the 12 rotors are presented in tables V to XVI. The
table headings are explained in appendix B. The data-reduction computer program is
discussed in the section DATA STORAGE AND RECALL PROGRAM, and a listing'of the'
program is presented in appendix C.
The input data (see appendixes D and E) were available directly from NASA data-
reduction computer output and were used as received, except as noted here. Since
straightening tubes (fig. 5) and a converging passage (fig. 6) were used upstream of the
test section, the entering absolute fluid flow angle was interpreted as being zero degrees
even though very small angles were indicated in the NASA computer,output. It was felt
that this interpretation was well within the experimental precision involved. As explained
in detail in the section DATA QUALITY EVALUATION, the as-measured data associated
with rotor configurations 13 and 14 required significant adjustment. In order to permit
calculation of approximate blade-chord Reynolds numbers, an average value of 9. 28*10~
ft /sec (water at 80° F) was used for kinematic viscosity for all runs.
Two unusual features of the data deserve mention. First, at the lowest flow rate
associated with the configuration 02 data, a nearly zero outlet axial velocity is indicated ""
near the annuhis inner surface (hub). This suggests a reversed-flow region, as noted in
reference 11 for the 19-bladed version of this rotor. Secondly, the tests of configura-
tions 8, 9, and 10 involved a significantly nonuniform inlet total-head profile that prob-
ably resulted from the abruptly converging passage upstream of the test section (fig.,..
6(b)). This nonaniform profile must be considered thoroughly before any conclusions
about the effects of scale are drawn on the basis of comparing .the data of configurations 5
and 6 with those of configurations 8, 9, and 10.
DATA QUALITY EVALUATION . . .
, ' i • ;" .
Data for four of the configurations have been published previously (refs. 1 to 6).
i '< i • ' . •,' .. : -Comments regarding the validity and consistency of those data are included in the cited
references. A limited evaluation of the data of all 12 configurations is given here for
'• •' i ..•; ' •;,. f;
completeness. This evaluation should be supplemented by a thorough scrutiny and cri-
: '. • • - . \ . Ti . \ .
tical study of the data by the user in every application. A detailed description of adjust
ments to original measurements for configurations 13A and 14A are included. ,
* .
 ( 1
 ? • ' - , . ' ) " • *Thejgeneral procedure for evaluating the data was • ^_^ '_ ^
(1) To examine the comparisons of integrated flow rate and venturi flow rate
18
(2) To note occurrence of negative loss coefficients
(3) To scan the data for abnormal flow conditions
I ? , - . ; • •
Integrated-flow-rate comparisons are included in the summary listing for each con-
figuration in table IV. Flow-rate comparisons within the limits of ±2 percent at the
entrance station and ±4 percent at the exit station are generally considered acceptable.
As the flow-rate comparisons depart from the acceptable range the chances of 'significant
discrepancies in the data increase. Hence, data corresponding to unacceptable
integrated-flow-rate comparisons should be examined carefully before use, and caution
should be exercised in the interpretation of subsequent results obtained. '
For rotor configurations having essentially constant inlet total-head H« profiles and
zero prewhirl, negative values of loss coefficient are considered to indicate some incon-
sistency in the measurements. (Of course, positive loss coefficients'alone are not neces-
sarily a sign of consistent data.) Negative loss coefficients in varying numbers appear in
the data for every configuration except 07, 13A, and 16.. In most instances the negative
values are very close to zero, indicating that very low positive loss coefficients probably
existed. In the cases of configurations 8, 9,''10, and 14A, some caution must be used in
the interpretation of negative loss "coefficients since a significantly honuriiform inlet total-
head profile existed. 'When H. is nonuniform, discrepancies between the real stream
surfaces and those assumed for testing and data-reduction purposes may lead to compu-
tation of negative loss coefficients. If radial flow shifts occur such that the real stream
surface at a given exit radius originates in a region of higher Hj than was assumed, the
measured actual head rise will be too high. The resulting loss coefficients will be too
low, possibly even negative. This problem does not arise when H« is uniform and pre-
whirl is zero.
The data presented in tables XIII and XIV for configurations 13A and 14A contain
values of inlet total head H« which have been adjusted from the as-measured values.
Full details on the analysis leading to these adjustments are presented in reference 14
and are summarized here for completeness. The as-measured values of H« for con-
figuration 13A were quite irregular in profile and unrealistically lower than the total head
in the upstream plenum. Large discrepancies between the venturi-measured flow rate
and the flow rate obtained by integrating the inlet axial velocities further indicated incon-
sistencies, as did a number of negative loss coefficients. All these indicated incon-
sistencies were significantly reduced by the use of a constant profile of H, equal to the
• i , . . _ - . , , . . i
upstream plenum value.
A similar situation existecJ for configuration 14A data. Because of the proximity of
the annulus surfaces to the hub and tip measuring stations for this configuration, replace-
ment of all survey inlet total-head values by the upstream plenum total head was not con-
sidered appropriate. A preliminary adjustment was made by assuming the maximum
value of inlet total head at each radial position to apply for that radial-position at all flow
rates. Again, all indicated inconsistencies were reduced by this adjustment.
19
DATA STORAGE AND RECALL PROGRAM
* •
A computer program was written to read, reduce, and systematically store and
print data as indicated by the general flow diagram of figure 10. The instructions are
listed in FORTRAN IV on pages 34-40 of appendix C. In its present form, the program
will handle isolated rotor or stage data measured up- and downstream of blade rows.
This program may be used for purposes other than producing the .output data
Read number of data sets
involved from card
Read identification, geometric, and fluid flow
data for one configuration from cards
Compute the required blade-element and
overall performance parameters
| Print out the input and calculated data]
Store on tape the input and calculated data
Has all data on cards been read?
•—Yes
Read input and calculated data stored on tape for one configuration
All data stored on tape read and printed?
•^
Yes
,„,_=.. ..,-., -..., END
Figure 10. - General logic block diagram of data-reduction and tape storage program.
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associated with the 12 axial-flow pump rotor configurations described in table I. For
instance, it could be used as a data-reduction program to process flow and performance
measurements from other axial-flow pump configurations. Analyses and correlations of
the data presented in this report or other data can be accomplished conveniently by using
this program to store the data on magnetic tape. Then a second program can be written
which reads the reduced data from the tape and performs other calculations desired by
the user. The basis for this second program can be derived from the coding of appen-
dix C by deleting all coding between the first READ statement and statement 3000 except
the second statement after the first READ statement and statement 4700. The user must
add coding after statement 4700 to effect further analysis of the data.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Comments should be made in conclusion concerning two questions raised by publica-
tion of the data contained in this report. The first relates to the direct and immediate
aspects of application of the data to design of axial-flow fans, compressors, and pumps.
The second concerns longer-term utilization of the data in development of more satis-
factory design and analysis methods for axial-flow turbomachinery.
The experimental information contained in the report should not be viewed as useful
only to designers and manufacturers of multistage axial-flow pumps for liquid-propellant
rocket propulsion systems. Although the primary goal in the organization of the test pro-
gram was to evaluate configurations for such systems and to study the hydrodynamic
problems encountered, the resulting data obviously have a much more general range of
usability. It is notable that, with one exception, the rotors described are of relatively
high hub-tip radius ratio (0.7 or higher) and have design relative-fluid-inlet angles
greater than 50° at all spanwise stations. These values are typical.of the geometric and
aerodynamic conditions found in the final stage of multistage axial-flow compressors for
industrial application. Very little experimental information is readily available on the
performance of rotor configurations of this kind in air or other gases. A cursory inspec-
tion of some of the blade-element performance for rotors such as configurations 5 and
ISA, where deviation angle distributions and loss gradients are vastly different from
those considered normal for design practice in entrance stages of axial-flow compres-
sors, should convince users that reevaluation of patterns assumed for design is in order.
Single-stage blower and fan rotor configurations similar to those discussed in this re-
port are also encountered in gas circulation systems for a number of industrial require-
ments. When due consideration is given to nonsimilar flow conditions, which may call
for caution in cases where direct geometrical scaling may appear to be an easy solution,
both overall performance and blade-element results presented herein may be of value.
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In fields other than propulsion, designers of fluid components are likely to find multi-
stage axial-flow pumps attractive for large-scaled projects such as pumped-storage
hydroelectric systems and large industrial process systems. In all these cases some
guidelines on the effects of scale, rotor tip clearance, and blade-element loading levels
can be developed by consideration of data from selected subsets of the configurations in
this report.
Collections of radial and circumferential probe traverse or survey data are'recog-
nized as the essential foundation of all current design and analysis procedures. Similar
experimental data are likely to fill a substantial role in developing more satisfactory de-
sign and analysis procedures. The radial survey data of this report have several fea-
tures which should enhance their usefulness in long-range improvement of these proce-
dures. Data from a large number of configurations are presented'in a single source.
The data were all obtained by using the same basic facility, procedures, and instrumen-
tation. The measurements were processed by the same data-reduction program and are
presented in a common format. This report does not attempt to correlate data or to
develop new design recommendations. However, the authors have attempted to provide
an additional base for correlation and design by uniformly and consistently organizing a
large body of valid data. A computerized storage and recall system has also been pro-
vided to expedite future analysis'and correlation of the data.
Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Cleveland, Ohio, August 2, 1972,
502-24. ' . . . . . .
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•• f - APPENDIX A
' • SYMBOLS? - • "', '• ~*
. • • • - • • r • • • 2AA stream-tube cross-sectional area, in.
B1,B2, B3,.B4 cubic equation constant coefficients (fig. 3)
•GM " position of blade-element maximum camber as percent of total chord
: >'". •. • i. length
c blade-element chord length, in.
D ,..,.... ... .. blade-element diffusion factor (eqs. (F25) and (F26))
d f" probe static-tap diameter (fig. 8), ft
FFT sp'anwise location as fraction of total passage height from annulus outer
surface (eqs. (Fl) and (F2))
FRC comparison of integrated and venturi-metered volume flow rates
. . (eqs. (F48) and. (F49))
n
g dimensional constant, 32.174 Ibm-ft/lbf-sec
t/
H total head, ft-lbf/lbm
H mass-averaged net positive suction head (eq. (F47)), ft-lbf/lbm
h static head, ft-lbf/lbm
h vapor pressure head, ft-lbf/lbm
I number of axial stations being considered
i incidence angle, angle between inlet flow direction and tangent to blade
mean camber line at leading edge (fig. 2 and eq. (F22)), deg
J number of blade elements being considered
K blade-row configuration number
L number of flow rates per configuration being considered
I static-pressure-wedge dimension (fig. 7(c))
M Mach number
N rotor rotational speed, rpm
NB number of blades
P total pressure, psi
23
p static pressure, psi
Q flow rate, gal/min
Q venturi-metered flow rate, gal/min
R gas constant for air, 53.36 ft-lbf/(lbm)(°R)
Re probe Reynolds number (fig. 8)
Rep blade-chord Reynolds number (eq. (F19)\s
RLE blade-element leading-edge radius, in.
RTE blade-element trailing-edge radius, in.
RR radius ratio (eqs. (F3) and (F4))
r radius from pump axis, in.
s space between blades (fig. 2), in.
T absolute temperature, °R
t maximum blade-element thickness, in.
U blade velocity (fig. 2 and eqs. (F13) and (F14)), ft/sec
V fluid velocity (fig. 2), ft/sec
X coordinate in tangential direction (fig. 3), in.
x length coordinate for rotated blade section (fig. 1), in.
y height coordinate for rotated blade section (fig. 1), in.
Z axial coordinate, in. '.
/3 axisymmetric flow angle with respect to axial direction (fig. 2), deg
y blade setting angle, angle between blade chord and axial direction (fig. 2), deg
6 deviation angle, angle between outlet flow direction and tangent to blade camber
line at trailing edge (fig. 2), deg
wake momentum thickness parameter (eqs. (F39) and (F40))
K blade angle, angle between tangent to blade camber line and axial direction
(fig^2), deg
TJ hydraulic efficiency (eqs. (F31) and (F32))
TJ mass-averaged hydraulic efficiency (eqs. (F45) and (F46))
—^ absolute-viscosityy-4bf-see-/ft-
n




























flow coefficient (eqs. (F33) and (F34)),
average flow coefficient (eq. (F54))
blade camber angle, K^ - K.^, deg
head-rise coefficient (eqs. (F27) to. (F30))
mass-averaged head-rise coefficient (eqs. (F41) to (F44))
total-head loss coefficient (eqs. (F37) and (F38))
simplified form of two-dimensional version of wake momentum thickness
parameter
average value




















GLOSSARY OF COMPUTER PROGRAM OUTPUT VARIABLES
Each data column heading associated with the listing of overall performance param-
eters (table IV) and blade-element data (tables V to XVI) is explained in the accompany-
ing glossary. For convenience, examples of the headings are included as figures 11
and 12.
NASA CONFIGURATION 13 AOJUSTEC-SEE ERI-77900
0.85 HUB-TIP RATIO. 33 BLADES. S-INCH TIP DIAMETER,
1.172-INCH CHORD, 0.010-INCH RACIAL TIP CLEARANCE,
0.72 DESIGN TIP D-FACTOR,
DOUBLE CIRCULAD ARC BLADE PROFILE,
0.5 DESIGN FLOH COEFFICIENT,
PRELIMINARY.
ROTOR ROTOR ROTOR HSVB FRC1 FRC2 RPMA UT1A UT2A
PHIB1 PSIE PSII8 EFFB FT FPS FPS
NASA CONFIGURATION 14 ADJUSTED-SEE ERI-77900
0.9 HUB-TIP RATIO, 19 BLADES, 9-INCH TIP DIAMETER,
1.5-INCH CHORD, 0.010-INCH R A C I A L TIP CLEARANCE,
0.63 DESIGN TIC 0-FACTCR,
DOUBLE CIRCULAR ARC BLADE PROFILE,
0.7 DESIGN FLOK COEFFICIENT,
PRELIMINARY.
ROTOR ROTOR ROTOR HSVB FRC1 FRC2 RPMA UT1A UT2A
PHIB1 PSIB PSIIB EFFB FT FPS FPS
Figure 11. - Example of overall performance data table.
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 O
NASA CONFIGURATION 07 ' . . , '' .. • .'
0.7 HOB-TIP 3ATIO, 19 BLADES, 9-I5CH TIP DIAHET2S,
1.5-INCH CHOBD, 0.005-0.012-INCH P.ADIAL II? CLEAP.ANC2,
0.13 DESIGN TIP D-FACTCP,
DOUBLE CIECOLAR IRC BLADE PROFILE,
0. 29H DESIGN FLOW COEFEICIENT.
' R E P O R T E D i s N A S A " T N ' 0 - 2 2 9 5 A N D T N D - 2 » e i .
B L A D E G E C K E T 3 I C ESP .ASEIESS- B I A C E BOJ« 1 (?OT03)
1 I N D I C A T E S L E A D I N G E D G E , 2 I N D I C A T E S T R A I L I N G SD3E •
P 1 K A P P A 1 R 2 K A P P S 2 S O L I D I T Y TliAX/C CHORD CAilSEB S E I A N G
I N C H E S D E G R E E S I N C H E S D E G R E E S I N C H E S DEGP.EES D E G R E E S
S H U B 1 ' STIF1 E H U B 2 RTIP2
I N C H E S I N C H E S I N C H E S I N C H E S
FLOW R A T E I 1 578U. G A L L O N S PEB B I N ' J T E
EOTOR B L A t E E L E f l E N T P A E A J 1 E T E R S ' . .
1 I N D I C A T E S L E A D I N G E D G E , 2 I N D I C A T E S T R A I L I N G ED'jE '
P A S S . H T . 1 ST/HT 01 VI VZ1 V T H 1 BETA 1 'J1 H T H 1 . ' B E T A P 1 HJ • - , PI S T R T U D 1






P A S S . H T . 2 R 2 / B T U 2 V 2 V Z 2 V T H 2 BETA2 W 2 W T H 2 B E T A P 2 H 2 P 2 S I R T U B 2






BOT08 B L A C E E L E H E N T P A 3 A J I E T E R S
1 I N D I C A T E S L E A D I N G E D G E , 2 I N D I C A T E S T R A I L I N G EDGE
P A S S . H T . 1 H1/RT I N C PHI1 R P * Q V D E N S I T Y V I S K ' R E C






P A S S . H T . 2 ' B2 /PT DEV P H I 2 PSI PSII ' EFF O B E G A B D D E L T A H D E L T A P ( U H / C ) A






A V E R A G E D E A B A K E T E B S
1 I N D I C A T E S L E A D I N G E D G E , 2 I N D I C A T E S T R A I L I N G E D G E
EOTOE BOTOR ROTOR H S V B FRC1 F R C 2 8 P B A U T 1 A OT2A
EHIB1 F S I E E S I I B E F F B FT FPS FPS









































angle with respect to axial
direction at blade-row-inlet
calculation station (fig. 2)
Absolute axisymmetric flow
angle with respect to axial
direction at blade-row-out let
calculation station (fig. 2)
Relative axisymmetric flow
angle with respect to axial
direction at blade-row-inlet
calculation station (fig. 2 and
eq. (F20))
Relative axisymmetric flow
angle with respect to axial
direction at blade-row-outlet
calculation station (fig. 2 and
eq. (F21))
Blade-element mean line
camber angle: K« - Kg for









Deviation angle, angle be-
tween outlet flow direction
and tangent to mean camber













































OMEGAB OJR OMEGB(L1, II, Jl)
Comparison of integrated and —
venturi-meter ed volume flow
rates at blade-row-inlet cal-
culation station (eq, (F48))
Comparison of integrated and
venturi-meter ed volume flow
rates at blade-row-outlet cal-
culation station (eq. (F49))
Total head at blade-row-inlet ft- Ibf/Ibm
calculation station
Total head at blade-row-outlet ft-Ibf/Ibm
calculation station
Mass-averaged net positive ft-Ibf/Ibm
suction hilad (eq. (F47))
Incidence angle, angle be- deg
tween inlet flow direction and
tangent to blade mean camber
line at leading edge (fig. 2 and
eq. (F22))
Blade inlet angle, angle be- deg
tween tangent to blade mean
camber line and axial direc-
tion at leading-edge center
(fig. 2)
Blade outlet angle, angle be- deg
tween tangent to blade mean
camber line and axial direc-
tion at trailing-edge, center
(fig- 2)
Number of blades —•
Blade-element total-he ad loss
coefficient (eq. (F37))




























FFT . FLOHIT(I1, Jl)
,I1, Jl)





, - - . ' ' • ' :'• • " tSi> '
r
 ; , , ; - R(H,J1.)




span location as fraction of
total passage height from an-
nulus outer surface at blade-
row-inlet (1) or -outlet (2)






at blade-row-outlet (eq. (F34))
Average flow cpefficient --r------
(eq. (F54))
Blade-element head-rise coef-
ficient (eq. (F27)) .
Blade-element ideal head-rise
coefficient;(eq. (F29))
Instantaneous volume flow rate gal/min
as measured with a venturi
 : .
meter -
Radius of blade-element in.
stream surface from rotor
axis at blade-row-inlet calcu-
lation station
Radius of blade-element in.
stream surface from rotor




output matical FORTRAN IV
variable symbol variable









ROTOR EFFB T?R RMAE(L1, II)
ROTOR PSIB ^R RHRCO(L1,I1)
ROTOR PSHB ^









Ratio of a blade-element
stream-surf ace radius to an-
nulus outer-surface radius at
blade-row-inlet calculation
station (eq. (F3))
Ratio o f a blade-element ' > ' —- :
stream-surf ace radius to
pump annulus outer-surface
radius at blade-row-outlet
calculation station (eq. (F4))
Blade-chord Reynolds num- —-
ber (eq. (F19))
Annulus inner-surf ace radius in.
from rotor axis at blade-row-
inlet calculation station
Annulus inner-surface radius in.







rise coefficient (eq. (F43))
Rotor rotational speed rpm
Average rotor rotational rpm
speed (eq. (F51))
Annulus outer-surf ace radius in.
from rotor axis at blade-
row-inlet calculation station
Annulus outer-surface radius in.









































Blade-element setting angle, deg
angle between blade-element
chord and axial direction
(fig. 2)
Blade-row solidity based on
stream-surf ace radius from




area at blade-row-inlet calcu-
lation station
Stream-tube cross-sectional
area at blade-row-out let calcu-
lation station
Wake momentum thickness pa-
rameter (eqs. (F39) and (F40))
Ratio of blade-element maxi-
mum thickness to chord length
Blade velocity at blade-row-
inlet calculation station (fig. 2
and eq. (F13))
Blade velocity at blade-row- ft/sec
outlet calculation station (fig. 2
and eq. (F14))
Average blade-tip velocity at
blade-row-inlet calculation
station (eq. (F52))




velocity at blade-row-inlet cal-

























V0 j VU(L1,I1, Jl)
Vfl „ VU(L1,I1+1,J1)P, £,
Vz j VZ(L1,I1, Jl)
Vz 2 VZ(L1,I1+1, Jl)





Absolute axisymmetric fluid ft/sec
velocity at blade-row-outlet
calculation station (fig. 2 and
eq. (F6))
o
Fluid kinematic viscosity ft /sec
Tangential component of VI ft/sec
(fig. 2 and eq. (F7))
Tangential component of V2 ft/sec
(fig. 2 and eq. (F8))
Axial component of VI (fig. 2 ft/sec
and eq. (F9))
Axial component of V2 (fig. 2 ft/sec
andeq. (F10))
Relative axisymmetric fluid ft/sec
velocity at blade-row-inlet
calculation station (fig. 2 and
eq. (F17))
Relative axisymmetric fluid ft/sec
velocity at blade-row-outlet
calculation station (fig. 2 and
eq. (F18))
Tangential component of Wl ft/sec
(fig. 2 and eq. (F15))
Tangential component of W2 ft/sec
(fig. 2 and eq. (F16))
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APPENDIX C
COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING AND GLOSSARY OF FORTRAN VARIABLES
The FORTRAN IV program listed in this appendix was written for use on an IBM 360
model 65 operating on Release 20.1. Using a FORTRAN G compiler, 128 000 bytes of
storage were required, and execution CPU time was approximately.6 seconds per config-
uration. The program was also compiled with a Version 1, Level 2 WATFIV Compiler.
The input format is described in detail in appendix D, while a listing of all input data
cards is given in appendix E. The variable arrays are presently dimensioned for a maxi-
mum of 16 flow rates, two blade rows, and seven blade elements per.configuration. The
mathematical relationships used in reducing data are presented in appendix F. All
FORTRAN IV variables used in the program are defined in the Glossary of FORTRAN
Variables in this appendix.' - - - >
• ' s • • i • • • • • " , • ' :• • • \ : '• • . •
, " . • : v ' l • . . • ' • ' • • - ' ! . • ' \ ' • • - -
Computer Program Listing .
C THIS PROGRAM WILL INSTRUCT THE COMPUTER TO READ AXIAL-FLOW PUMP
C GEOMETRICAL AND FLOW DATA, CALCULATE A NUMBER OF BLADE-ELEMENT
C AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS'AND THEN SYSTEMATICALLY PRINT
C ON PAPER AS WELL AS STORE ON TAPE THE READ DATA AND CALCULATED
C RESULTS
C THE ENGLISH SYSTEM OF'" UNITS SHOULD BE USED WITH THIS PROGRAM
C . . • • ' . : . • ' ' .
DIMENSION RHUB(3),RTIP(3),ZCOORD(3),NBLAOE(2),CM8RMX(2,7),
1ALF1(2,7),ALF2 (2,7»,TMAXC(2,7),CHORD!2,7),ANGLSTt2,7),
2THTA<2,7 ),RAOLE(2,7 ),RADTE(2,7 ),SGMA^2,7 ),R(3,7 ),GPMA(16),









DIMENSION INFO(7,20),DELTAHC16,2,7 ) ,DELTAP(16,2,7 ) ,QERR1(16,2 ) ,
1CERR2(It,2),RNA( 16,2),HSVB(16,2),UTIPlAt16,2),UTIP2A(16,2)
KI=5 - . ' •
KC=6 ' - ' . -
NCS=9 ' - . . . .
C • :
C READ NUMBER OF D A T A S E T S INVOLVED
C





















IKT=1 READ INPUT DAT/i, CALCULATE BLADE .ELEMENT AND OVERALL
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS, PRINT CUT AND STORE ON TAPE THE INPUT
A N D CALCULATED DATA . . .
,.IKT=2 READ INPUT. AND CALCULATED DATA STORED ON TAPE AND
PRINT *OUT THIS DATA • ' • ' . •
CATA SET LOOP BEGINS HERE, ONE PER DATA SET
DO 3000 KOUNT= l.NDTSET
IF (IKT-1) 4,4,4700
R E A D
T I O N




4 DO 5 Ml=l,7
5 READ (KI,6) (INFO(Ml,N1),N1=1t20)
READ (KI.10) K,L,I,J .
11=1-1 .
DC 100 11=1,11 .
READ {Klfll) RHUB(Il) ,RTIP(I1) , ZCOCRD( II ) ,NBLADE( ID .
DO 100 J1=1,J
100 READ (KI,12) R(11,Jl),ALF1(11,Jl),ALF2(11,J1),TMAXC(11,J1),
1CHORDII1,J1),ANGLST(I1,Jl),THTA11 1,Jl),CMBRMX(11,Jl ) ,RADLE(11,J1),
2RADTE(IlfJl),SGMA(II,Jl) .
READ (Klfll) RFUB(I),RTIP(I),ZCOORDiI)
READ (KI,15) (R(I,Jl),J1=1,J) '
DC 200 LL=1,L . .
READ {KI,13)GPKA(L1),PHIB(L1),RHO(L1) ,.PV(LDfVISK(Ll)
DO 200 11=1,1
DO 200 J1=1,J ;.
200 READ (KI,12) BETA(Lit 11 , Jl),HI LI,11,Jl),P(L1,11,Jl),
lSTRTUB(Ll,Il,Jl),RN(LlfIltJl),GPM(LI,I 1,Jl)
RNiLl.Il,J1)=RCTOR RPM AT EACH ROTOR INLET CALCULATION STATION
(STATOR OUTLET CALCULATION STATION I, RN (L 1, I 1 ,'J 1 )=0.0 AT EACH
STATOR INLET CALCULATION STATION(ROTOR OUTLET CALCULATION STATION)
DO 2100 11 = 1, I . .
D1=RTIP(Il)-RHUB(Il) :
DO 2100 J1=1,J .
FLOHIT(I1,J1)=(RTIP(I1)-R(I1,J1))/D1
2100 RRTJIlfJ1)=R(IIfJ1)/RTIP(I1)




02=64.348* ( H{ LI, II, JD-Pl LI, 11,JD)
B1=BETA(L1,I1,J1)*3.1415927/180.0
X V ( L 1 , I 1 , J 1 ) = S C R T ( D 2 )
V U ( L 1 , I 1 , J 1 ) = X V ( L 1 , I 1 , J 1 ) * S I N ( B 1 )














DELTAP(L1,I1,JU=P(L1, 1 1+1, Jl )-P{ LI, I 1 , J 1 )
U1(L1,I1,J1)4=RML1TI1, J1)*R(I1, Jl 1*3.1415927/360.0
U2(L1,I It J1)=RM LI, II, J1)*R{ 1 1+1,J1)*3. 1415927/360.0
VUP2(L l t II, Jl)=U2(Ll,I l»Jl)-VU(LltI l-H.Jl)
D3=VUP1(L1,I1, J1)*VUP1(L1,I1,J1)+VZ{L1,I1,J1)*VZ(L1,I1,J1)
XVP1(L1,I1, J1)=SQRT(03)
REC<Ll , I l ,J l )=CHCRDUl,J i )*XVPl tL l ,U,J l ) / ( VISK (LI ) *12.0 )
D4=VUP2(L1,I1, J1)*VUP2(L1,I1, Jl H-VZ<L 1,1 1 + 1 , Jl ) *VZ ( LI, I1 + 1,J1)
XVP2(L1,I1, J1)=SGRT(D4)
05=VUP1(L1,I1, JD/XVPKL1, 11,J1)
8ETAP.1(L1,I1, J II = (180.0/3. 1415927 )*ARSIN (05)
D6=VUP2(L1,I1, J1)/XVP21L1,I1,J1)
BEfAP2(Ll,I 1,J1) = (180. C/3. 1415927 )*ARSIN(D'6>
BP2=BETAP2(L1, II, Jl)*3. 141 593/180.
DB=ABS(BETAP1(L1, I1 ,J1I )
DALF = A B S ( A L F 1 ( I1.J1) )
FNC1(L1,I1,J1)=DB-OALF




2207 IF (RN(L1,I1,J1)-0.01) 2210,2250,2250
2210 02A=R(I1+1, J1)*VU(L1,I1+1,J1)-R(I1,J1)*VU(L1,I1,J1)
02B-SGMAU1, J1)*XV(L1,I1,JI)*(R(I1 + 1,JI)+R(I1, Jl) )
07=XV(L1,I1+1, Jl ) /XV(L l , I l , Jl)
XO(L1,I1,J1)^1.0-D7-(D2A/D2B)
XPSHL1,I1, J1)=32.174*(H(L1,I1 + 1, J1)-H( LI , 1 1-1 , Jl ) )/




XPHI1(LL,I1, Jl ) = VZ(L1,I1,J1)/UTIP1(L1,I1-1, Jl)
OMEGB(L1,I1, J1)=-OELTAH(L1,I1, Jl ) *2.0*32. 174/ <XV ( L 1, I 1, Jl )**2I
TCA(L1,I1,J1) = CMEGB(L1,I1, J 1 ) *COS ( BP2) /( 2. 0*SGMA{ 1 1 , Jl ) I
PSINI = PSINI+XPSIHL1,I1,J1)*VZ(L1,I1+1,J1)*STRTUB(L1,I1+1,J1)
PSIOI=PSIOI+VZ{L1,IH-1,J1)*STRTUB(L1,IH-1,J1)
PSIN=PSIN+XPSI (LI, II, J1)*VZ(L1,I1+1,J1)*STRTUB(L1,I1+1,J1)
Q1=Q1+VZ(L1,I1,J1)*STRTUB(L1,I1,J1)
GC TO 2260
2250 D2A=R{ 1 1 , Jl ) *VU( LI , 1 1 , J1)-R( 1 1 + 1, Jl ) *VU( LI , 1 1+1 , Jl )
D2B=SGMAU1,J1)*XVP1(L1,I1,J1)*(R(I1 + 1,J1)+R(I1,J1) )
D7=XVP2(L1, II, J1)/XVP1(L1,I1, Jl)
XD(L1,I1,J1)=1.0-C7-(D2A/D2B)
UTIP1 (L 1, 1 1,J1)=RN(L1, 11, J1)*RTIP( 1 11*3. 1415927/360.0
UTI P2 ( LI, I 1, Jl )=RN( LI, I 1,J1)*RT IP (I 1+1 )*3. 1415927/360.0
XP S It L 1 , 1 1 , J 1 ) =3 2. 174* ( H { L 1 , 1 1 + 1 , J 1 ) -H ( L 1 , 1 1 , J 1 ) ) / ( UT I P2 ( L 1 , 1 1 , J 1 )
1*UTIP2(L1,I1, Jl) )
XPSI I (L1,I1,J1) = (U2(L1,I1,J1)*VU(L1,I1 + 1,J1)-U1(L1, II, JD*



















RMAE(L1, [1 )=RHRCC(L1, I1 ) /RHRCOI(L I , ID
HSVB(L1,I1)=HSVBN/Q1
GERR2(L1,I1)=(PSIOI*720.0/231.O-GPMA(Ll))/(GPMA(Ll))
IF (RN(L1,I1,1)-0.01) 2270,2280,2280 .
2270 QERRHL1,I1) = QERR2(L1, 11-1)
GO TO 2300













AND CALCULATED DATA STORED ON TAPE FOR A CONFIGURATION
4700 READ (NDS) K, L , I , J ,RHUB ( I ) , RT IP 1 1 ) , ZCOORDt I ) , ( R ( I , J 1 ) , Jl = l , J ) , I I ,
1{RHUB(I1),RTIP(I1),ZCOORD(I1),NBLADE( 1 1) , 1 1 = 1 , 1 1 ) ,
2{<RH1,J1),ALF1( II, Jl), ALF2(I1,J1) ,TMAXC ( 1 1 , J 1 ) ,CHORD( I1,J1),
3ANGLSTI I1.J1 J ,THTA(I1,J1) ,CMBRMX( I1,JD ,RADLE( 1 1, J D ,RADTE( II, J D ,
4SGMA( I1,JD,I1 = 1,II),J1=1,J),( (INFO(M1,N1),M1=1,7),N1=1,20)
READ(NCS)
1.(((BETA(L1,I1, J1),H(L 1,11, JD,P(L 1,11, J1) ,STRTUB(L1, II, Jl),
2RN(L1,I1,J1) ,GPM(L1,I1,J1) ,L1 = 1 ,L ) , 1 1 = 1, I ) , Jl=l , J ) ',
3 ( G P M A ( L 1 ) , P H I S ( L 1 ) , R H O ( L 1 ) ,PV(L1) ,V ISK(L1) ,L1=1,L) ,
4( iFLOHIT(I l ,J l ) ,RRT(I1,J1) ,11=1,1 ),J1=1,J),
READ(NCS)
1( ((U1(L1,I1,J1),U2(L1,I1,J1),VUP1IL1,I1, Jl) ,VUP2(L1,I1,J1 J, ._..
2XVP1(L1,I1,J1) ,XVP2(L1,I1,J1) , BET API (LI, II, Jl) ,BETAP2(L1, li,JD ,
3FNCKL1, II, Jl) ,DEL2(L1,I1, Jl ) , XD( L 1, 1 1 , Jl ) ,UTIP1(L1,I1,J1),
4UTIP2(L1,I1,J1),XPSI(L1,I1,J1),XPSII(L1,I1, Jl) ,XEFF ( LI , 1 1 , Jl ) ,
5XPHI 1(L1,I1, J1),XPHI2(L1,I1, Jl) ,OMEGB( LI , 1 1 , Jl ),
6REC(L1, I1,J1),TCA(L1,I1,JD,L1=1,L),I1 = 1,II),J1=1,J)
READ(NDS)
1 ((RHRCC(L1,I1) ,RHRCOI(L1, 1 1 ) , RMAE ( L 1, 1 1 ) , Ll = l, L) , 1 1=1 , I I ) ,
2((HSVB(L1,I1),QERR1(L1, .11) , QERR2( LI , 1 1 ) , RNA ( LI , 1 1 ) ,
3UTIP1A(L1,I1),LTIP2A(L1,I1),I1=1,II),L1=1,L),
4( ((DELTA H(L 1,1 1, Jl ) , DELTAP ( L 1, II, Jl) , Ll=l ,L ) , 1 1=1 , I I ) ,J1 = 1,J)
4900 WRITE (KG, 23)





4901 WRITE (KG., 4902) (INFO(Ml,Ml),N1 = 1,20)
DO 4940 11=1,II .






4930 WRITE (KG,4931) Jl,R(I 1,Jl),ALF1(11,Jl),R(11 + 1,Jl),ALF2(11,Jl),
ISGMAUlt Jl) ,TMAXC( 11 , J 1), CHORD ( II, Jl) , THTA( 11, J 1) , ANGLSTl 11, Jl)
WRITE (-KG,4935)
WRITE (KC,4936) RHUBlI1),RTIP(I1),RHUB(11*1),RTIP(11+1),NBLADE(II)
4940 CONTINUE . . . , . -
DO 6000 L1=1,L .






52 WRITE (K0,5001) - ,
D O 5100 J 1 = 1 , J ' ' - • ' • •
5100 WRITE (KQ,5002) Jl,FLOHIT(11,J1),RRTII1,J1) ,U1(LI,11, Jl),
1XV(L1,I1,J1),VZ(L1,I1,J1),VU(L1,I1,J1),BETA(LI,II,Jl),














56 WRITE (K0,5201 ) ,
DC'5200 J1 = 1,J
5200 WRITE (K0,5202) Jl,FLOHIT(11,J1),RRT(11,Jl),FNC1(LI,11,Jl),
1XPHI1(L1,I1,J1),RN(L1 tllt.Jl) ,GPM( LI,II , J 1), RHO (LI) ,
2VISKIL1),REC(LltllfJl)
WRITE IKO,5203> ;
DO 5210 Jl=l, J .
5210 WRITE (K0.5204 Jl,FLOHIT(11 + 1,Jl),RRT(11 + 1,Jl),DEL2(L1,11,Jl) ,
1XPHI2(L1,I1,J1 ,XPSI(L1,I1,Jl),XPSII(L1,I1, Jl)tXEFF(Ll,Il, Jl),
20MEGB(L1,I1,J1 ,XD(L1,I1,Jl),DELTAH(LI,I 1,J1),DELTAP(L1,I1,J1)
3,TCA(L1,I1,J1)
WRITE (K0.5301 __ •
- 00""5350 Tl=l, T -----
IF 10.01-RNd, II,1M 5310,5310,5320
5310 WRITE (K0,5311)
WRITE (K0.5312) PHIB(LI),RHRCO(LI , 11),RHRCOI(LI,11),





1RMAE(L1,I1), QERRKL1, II) ,QERR2(L1, I 1)
5350 CONTINUE ' . ' .
60CO CONTINUE - . • . - . .
I F (IKT-1) 5400,5400,3000 ' ' ' " ' ' •
C
C STORE ON TAPE THE INPUT AND CALCULATED DATA FOR A CONFIGURATION.
C IF IKT=1 .
C -..
5400 WRIT.E(NDS) K,, L , I , J , RHUB (I ) ,RTIP(I ),ZCOORD(I ),(R(I,Jl),Jl=1,J),I I,
1(RHUB( I1),RTIP(I1),ZCOORD( 11 ),NBLADE(I1) , I1 = 1,'I I) ,
2((R(I1,J1),ALF1(I1,J1),ALF2(I1,J1) ,TMAXC(I1,J1) ,CHORD( 11,'Jl),.
3ANGLST( I1.J1), THTAdlt Jl) ,CMBRMX( 11,Jl),RADLE( 11,J1) ,RADTE(II,Jl),
4SGMA(I1,J1),11=1,11), J1 = 1,J),((INFG(MltNl),Ml=l,7),Nl=l,20)
WRITE(NDS) . . .
l(((BETA(Ll,Il,Jl),H(Ll,Il,Jl)tP(Ll,IltJH , S.TRTUBl LI , II , Jl) , \
2RN(LltIlf Jl) ,GPM(L1, 11 , Jl>,Ll = l,L) ,11 = 1, I.), J1=1,J) ,
3(GPMA(L1),PHIB (L1),RHO(L1) ,PV(L1) ,VISML1),L1=1,L) , .'
4({FLOHIT{I1,J1),RRT(11,JlIt11=1,I ),Jl=lfJ),
5(((XV(LltIlTJl)fVU(Ll,Il,Jl),VZ(Ll,Il,Jl),Ll=l,LI,Il = ltI) , Jl=lf.JI
WRITE(NDS) . .
11 ((U1(L1,I1,J1),U2(L1,I1,J1),VUP1(L1,I1,J1),VUP2(L1,I1,J1), .
2XVPKL1.I1, JH ,XVP2(L1,I1,J1),BETAP1(L1,I1,J1) , BETAP2( LI , 11, J 1) ,
3FNC1(L1,I1, Jl) ,DEL2(L1, II, JL)., XC( LI, 11 , J 1), UT I Pl( L 1, II, Jl I ,
4UTIP2 (L 1, H ,'J 1 ) , XP SI ( L 1,11, J1) , XP S 11 ( L1, 11, Jl) , XEFF ( LI , 11, Jl) ,
5XPHI1(L1,I1.,J1 ),XPHI2(L1,I,1,J1 j ,OMEGB.( L 1 ,"I L, J 1 ) ,
6REC1L1,11,J1) , TCAIL1 ,11 , Jl') , Ll = l, L ) ,'l'l = l,'11 ) , J 1 = 1, J )
WRITE(NDS) .
1 ( (RHRCC(L1,I1) .RHRCO I (LI, 11) , RMAE (L 1, 11-) ,L 1 = 1, L) , 11=1,1 I),
21 (HSVB(Ll.Il),QERR1(L1,I1),QERR2(LI,11),RNA{LI,11), :
3UTIP 1A(LI,11),LTIP2A(L1,I1) ,11 = 1,11),L1=1,L),
M UOELTAHL1, I 1, Jl), DELTAPl L 1, I 1, J1)., L 1= 1,L ) , I 1 = 1,1 I ), Jl = l , J)
IF (KCUNT-NOTSET) . 3000,5410,.5410 . . ' • " " • . , :
5410 END FILE NOS ' .
REWIND NCS
3000 CONTINUE
6 FORMAT (20A4) . . .
10 FORMAT (412)
11 FORMAT (3F10.5,110)
1 2 FORMAT (6F10.5) . . . .
13 FORMAT(4F10.5,E7.1)
15 FORMAT (7F10.5) •
23 FORMAT '(1H1.6F10.5) . ' .
53 F G R M A T ( / , « STATOR BLADE ELEMENT P A R A M E T E R S 1 , / , 1 1 INDI'CAT.ES LEADIN
1G EDGE, 2 IND ICATES T R A I L I N G E D G E ' ) ]. . ,
57 F O R M A T ! / , ' ROTOR BLADE ELEMENT P A R A M E T E R S 1 , / , ' 1 INDICATES LEADING




4903 FCRMATl 1HO,//' BLADE GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS- BLADE ROW*' , 12., 2X, ' ( STA
1TOR)',/,' 1 INCICATES LEADING EDGE, 2 INDICATES TRAILING EDGE')
4904 FCRMATdHO, / / ' BLADE GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS- B L A D E ROW#'« , 12 , 2X, ' (ROT
10R) ' , / , ' 1 INDICATES LEADING EDGE, 2 INDICATES TRAIL ING EDGE 1 )
4920 FCPMAT(1HO/ / , 11X , 'R1 ' , 6 X , ' K A P P A 1 ' ,10X, 'R 2 ' , 6X , . 'KAPP A21 ,4X,
1'SOLIDITY',6X,'TMAX/C' ,7X,fCHORD' ,6X,'CAMBER1^X.'SETANG1,/,7X,
21 INCHES' ,5X, ' DEGREES «, 6X, ' I NCHES' , 5X,' DEGREES' ,30X, ' INCHES'f5'X,
S'DEGREES'
39
4931 FORMAT I1H ,11,2X.F9.6,3X,F9.3,3X,F9.6,3X,F9.3,3X,3(F9.6,3X) ,
121F9.3 ,3X) ).
4935 FORMAT ( 1 H O , / / , 8 X , • R H U B 1 ' , 7 X , ' R T I P 1 ' , 7 X , ' R H U B 2 • , 7 X , • R T I P 2 ' t 5 X ,
1'NBLAQES' , / ,7X, ' INCHES' ,6X, • INCHES ' ,6X, • INCHES • ,6X, • INCHES' »./ )
4936 FORMAT { 4X , 41 F <5. 6 , 3X) , I 9 )
4999 FORMAT (1H1///,1 FLOW RATE #' ,12,10X,F9.0,• GALLONS PER MINUTE1 )
5001 FORMAT ( / 3 X , « PASS.HT. l Rl/RT ' , 8 X , ' U l • , 8 X , • V I • , 7 X , • V Z 1 • , 6 X ,
1'VTHl' , 5 X , ' B E T A 1 ' , 8 X , ' W l « , 6 X , ' W T H 1 « , 4 X , ' B E T A P 1 « , 8 X , « H I ' , 8 X t ' PI« ,
2 3 X , ' S T R T U B 1 ' , / , 5 X , ' F R O M T I P ' , 1 7 X , • F P S 1 t 7 X , ' F P S • , 7 X , • F P S « , 7 X , « F P S ' ,
3 7 X , ' D E G ' , 7 X , • F P S • , 7 X , • F P S ' , 7 X , ' D E C ' , 8 X , ' F T « , 8 X , « F T « ,5X , 'SQ IN')
5002 FORMAT (1H ,11 ,1X ,2F10.6,IX,10(F9.3,IX),F9.5)
5003 FORMAT < /3X , • PASS.HT.2 R 2 / R T ' , 8 X , • U 2 1 , 8 X , ' V 2 '
i 8 X , ' W 2 1 , 6 X , ' W T H 2 ' , 4 X , ' 8 E T A P 2 ' , 8 X , f H 2 t
, / . S X . ' F R O N T I P ' , 1 7 X , ' F P S ' , 7 X , ' F P S ' , 7 X , ' F P S '
3 7 X , ' D E G ' , 7 X , ' F P S ' , 7 X , ' F P S ' , 7 X , ' O E G » , 8 X , • F T ' , 8 X , ' F T « , 5 X , ' S Q IN'I
5201 FORMAT ( /,3X,' PASS.HT.l Rl/RT', 7X, 'INC•t6X,'PHI1•,7X,'RPM',
18X,'QV«,3X,'DENSITY',10X,«VISK«,10X,'REC«,
2/f5Xt'FROM TIP' ,17X, 'D'EG',27X, 'GPf LB/CU FT',5X,'SQ FT/SEC')
5202 FORMAT (1H ,11 ,2X,2(F9.6,1X),F9.3,IX,F9.6f1X,3(F9.3,IX)
1, 1X.E12.4,1X.E12.4)
5203 FORMAT ( /,3X,' PASS.HT.2 R2/RT',7X,•DEV,6X,'PHI2•,7X,'PSI't
16X,'PSII',7X,«EFF',4X,'OMEGAB' ,9X,'D DELTA H DELTA P', '
24X,' (TH/OA1 ,/,5X, 'FROM TIP' ,17X, 'DEG' ,68X, ' FT • , 8X, • FT' )
5204 FORMAT (1H ,11 ,2X,2(F9 .6,IX),F9.3,IX,6(F9.6,IX),2(F9.3,IX),
1F10.5)
5301 FORMAT (1HO,'AVERAGED PARAMETERS',/,' 1 INDICATES LEADING EDGE, 2
1INDICATES TRAILING EDGE',/)
5311 FORMAT 119X,'ROTOR',8X,'ROTOR',8X,'ROTOR',9X,'HSVB' ,9X,'FRC1«,
19X,«FRC2',9X,'PPKA't9X,«UTlA',9X,'UT2A',/,6X,«PHIB1«,9X,'PSIB',
28X,'PSIIB',9X,'EFFB' ,11X,'FT' ,49X ,'FPS',10X,'FPS')
5312 FORMAT {2X,4(F5.6,4X),6{F9.3,4X))

















BETAP1(L1, II, Jl) jS








Inlet blade angle, angle between
tangent to blade mean camber
line and axial direction at lead-
ing edge (fig. 2) .
Outlet blade angle, angle between
tangent to blade mean camber
line and axial direction at trail-
ing edge (fig. 2)
Blade setting angle, angle be-
tween blade-element chord and
axial direction (fig. 2)
/3, expressed in radians
Absolute axisymmetric flow
angle with respect to axial direc-
tion
Relative axisymmetric flow
angle with respect to axial direc-
tion at blade-row-inlet calcula-
tion station (fig. 2 and eq. (F20))
Relative axisymmetric flow
angle with respect to axial direc-
tion at blade-row-outlet calcula-
tion station (fig. 2 and eq. (F21))
/32 expressed in radians
Blade-element chord length
Position of blade-element maxi-
mum camber as percent of total
chord length
Intermediate result, r^ - r.
Intermediate result, H - h
Intermediate result, (Vl *) +
9 "> •*•
<VZ l)






























Intermediate result, V'Q i/V'i' y, i i
Intermediate result, Vl 2/^2
Intermediate result: V^/VL
for rotors, Vo/Vj for-stators















Intermediate result: + r .) in. -ft/sec^ 
for rotors, Vj(r« + r.) for sta-
tors
Absolute value of ALF1(L1,I1,J1) deg
Absolute value of deg
BETAP1(L1,I1, Jl)
Deviation angle, angle between deg
outlet flow direction and tangent
to mean camber line at trailing
edge (fig. 2 and eqs. (F23) and
(F24))
Blade-element total-head rise ft-lbf/lbm
(eq. (Fll))
Blade-element static-head rise ft-lbf/lbm
(eq. (F12))
Blade -element stream- surf ace ----------
. span location as fraction of total
passage height from pump annu-
lus outer surface at a blade-row
calculation station (eqs. (Fl) and
(F2))
Incidence angle, angle between deg
inlet flow direction and tangent
to mean camber line at leading
edge (fig r 2 and eq. (F22)) ' ---------- ~
Instantaneous volume flow rate gal/min


























Qv Average volume'flow rate as gal/min
measured with a venturi meter
(eq. (F50))
H Blade-element total head ft-lbf/lbm
Hgv Mass-averaged net positive sue- ft-lbf/lbm
tion head (eq. (F47))'
, Cumulative value of integrated- (ft2)(in.2)(lbf)/(lbm)(sec)
volume-flow-rate-weighted net
positive suction head
I Number of axial stations being
considered . • « . - ' - : .
Axial station loop index'J ' : -
H + 1 ' ' " - • •
Number of blade rows being con- -
sidered
Over air program loop index
Rotor configuration identification
information
J Number of blade elements being >-'------- < .—__
considered
Blade-element radial position -•
loop index
K Blade-row configuration number •_•_'•__• . _ _ _ _
Card reader unit reference num- T
ber
Line printer unit reference num-
ber
Configuration loop index




























"READ" and "WRITE" loops
index
Number of blades in blade row
being considered
Tape unit reference number
Number of blade-row configura-
tions being considered
Blade-element loss coefficient
(eqs. (F37) and (F38))




Cumulative value of integrated
volume flow rate at blade-row-
out let calculation station
Cumulative value of integrated-
volume-flow-rate-weighted rotor
or stage head-rise coefficient
Cumulative value of integrated-
volume-flow-rate-weighted ideal
head-rise coefficient
Flowing fluid vapor pressure
Cumulative value of integrated
volume flow rate at blade-row-
inlet calculation station
Comparison of integrated and
venturi-metered volume flow
rates at blade-row-inlet calcu-
.latipn. station (eq. (F48)) ^ ..
Comparison of integrated and
venturi-meter ed volume flow

























r Radius of blade-element stream in.
surface from pump axis at an
axial calculation station
RLE Blade-element leading-edge in.
radius
RTE Blade-element trailing-edge in.
radius
Re Blade-chord Reynolds number
(eq. (F19))
p Fluid density lbm/ft3
^ Mass-averaged rotor or stage
head-rise coefficient (eqs. (F41)
_ and (F42))
»//. Mass-averaged rotor or stage
ideal head-rise coefficient
(eqs. (F43) and (F44))
rh Pump annulus inner-surface ra- in.
dius from pump axis at an axial
calculation station
77 Mass-aver aged rotor or stage
hydraulic efficiency (eqs. (F45)
and (F46))
N Instantaneous value of pump rpm
rotor speed: equal to rotor rpm
at each rotor-inlet calculation
station (stator-outlet calculation
station), equal to zero at each
stator-inlet calculation station
(rotor-outlet calculation station)
N Average pump rotor speed rpm
(eq. (F51))


























Ratio of a blade-element
stream-surface radius to pump-
annuhis outer-surface radius at
an axial calculation station
(eqs. (F3) and (F4))
Pump annulus outer-surface in.
radius at an axial calculation
station
Blade-row solidity based on
stream-surface radius at blade-
row-outlet calculation station
Stream-tube cross-sectional in.2
area at an axial calculation sta-
tion including boundary-layer
correction
Wake momentum thickness pa- --r—
rameter (eqs. (F39) and (F40))
Blade camber angle; /c j - /c«, deg
for rotors, /c2 - KJ for stators
Ratio of blade-element maxi-
mum thickness to chord length
Blade velocity at blade-row- ft/sec
inlet calculation station (fig. 2
and eq. (F13)) -
Blade velocity at blade-row- ft/sec
outlet calculation station
(fig. 2 and eq. (F14))
Instantaneous value of blade- ft/sec
tip velocity at blade-row-inlet
calculation station
Instantaneous value of blade-tip ft/sec






















Cumulative value of summation
of instantaneous blade-tip velo-
cities at blade-row-inlet calcula-
tion station
Average blade-tip velocity at
blade-row-inlet calculation sta-
tion (eq. (F52))
Cumulative value of summation
of instantaneous blade-tip velo-
cities at blade-row-outlet calcu-
lation station
Average blade-tip velocity at
blade-row-out let calculation sta-
tion (eq. (F53))
Fluid kinematic viscosity
Tangential component of absolute
fluid velocity at an axial calcula-
tion station (fig. 2 and eqs. (F7)
and (-F8))
Tangential component of relative
fluid velocity at blade-row-inlet
calculation station (fig. 2 and
eq. (F15))
Tangential component of relative
fluid velocity at blade-row-outlet
calculation station (fig. 2 and
eq. (F16))
Axial component of fluid velocity
at an axial calculation station
(fig. 2 and eqs. (F9) and (F10))
Blade-element diffusion factor
(eqs. (F25) and (F26))
Blade-element hydraulic effi-























XVP2(L1, II, Jl) V'
ZCOORD(Il)
Blade-element flow coefficient at
blade-row-inlet calculation sta-
tion (eqs. (F33) and (F35))
Blade-element flow coefficient at
blade-row-outlet calculation sta-
tion (eqs. (F34) and (F36))
Blade-element head-rise coeffi- — —
cient (eqs. (F27) and (F28))
Blade-element ideal head-rise
coefficient (eqs. (F29) and (F30))
Absolute axisymmetric fluid ft/sec
velocity at an axial calculation
station (fig. 2 and eqs. (F5) and
(F6))
Relative axisymmetric fluid ft/sec
velocity at blade-row-inlet cal-
culation station (fig. 2 and
eq. (F17))
Relative axisymmetric fluid ft/sec
velocity at blade-row-outlet
calculation station (fig. 2 and
eq. (F18))
Distance between reference and in.




The computer data input format is.as follows: All the FORTRAN IV variables in-
volved are explained in appendix C. Columns 72 to 80 were used for identification. The
"A" and "B" notation appearing in the Jl columns (79 and 80) indicate blade-row-inlet
and -outlet calculation stations, respectively. Sample numbers have been inserted ap-
propriately for clarification in the coding sheet example shown in figure 13. Rotor speed
is read in at the rotor-inlet calculation station as RN(L1, II, Jl). At the rotor-outlet cal-
culation station, RN(L1, II, Jl) must be equal to zero if a stator is downstream of the
rotor.
49
N D T S E T
INFORMATION CARD
( N A S A C O N F I G U R A T I O N 0 2
INFORMATION CARD 2
|0 . 4 H U B - T I P R A T I O
INFORMATION CARD 3
p. . 5 - I N C H C H O R D .
INFORMATION CARD 4
JO. 23 D E S I G N TIP D
INFORMATION CARD 5
I D O U B L E C I R C U L A R A
INFORMATION CARD 6
| 0 . 2 9 3 D E S I G N F L O W
INFORMATION CARD 7
JNOT R E P O R T E D .
K L I J
|0£l 8| 2) 7|
RHUB(l) ' RTIP(l)
| 1 . 8 00 | 4 . 5 0
R(l , l ) ALF1(1,1)
1 4 . 35 | 7 2 . 4
THTA(1,1) CMBRMX(l,
1 6 .10 T 50 . 0
R( l ,2 ) ALF1(1,2)
| 4 . 2 5 | 7 2. 0
THTA(1,2) CMBRMX(1,
1 6 . 4 0 | 50. 0
, 16 B L A D E S , 9 - I N C H TI P -D I A M E T E R .
0 . 01 3 -0 .020- INC H R A D I A L TIP C L E A R A N C E .
- F A C T O R ,
R C B L A D E P R O F I L E
C O E F F I C I E N T
• K
. [oil
ZCOORD(l) NBLADE(l) K 11
j 0 . 0 [ 1 6] [02J [jlj
ALF2(l,l) -TMAXC(l, l) CHORD(l,l) ANGLST(l,l) ' K • 11 Jl
| 6 6 . 3 | 0 . 0 7 2 J 1.50 ) 6 9 . 3 5 | |0j2| j 1JA l!
1) RADLE(l,l) RADTE(l,l) SGMA(l,l) K 1 1 Jl
I O . O I O J 0 . 0 1 0 | 0 . 8 7 8 1 - 1 . |o_2| | llfll,
ALF2(1,2) TMAXC(1,2) CHORD(l,2) ANGLST(l,2) K 1 1 Jl
I 6 5 . 6 ] 0 . 0 7 3 | 1.50 6 8 . 8 | |o 2J | l J A 2
2) RADLE(l,2) RADTE(l,2) SGMA(l,2) . K I 1 Jl
| 0.010 | 0.010 | 0 . 8 9 8 8 | , |0 ^  | l|B2
R ( 1 J )
1 . 95
ALFl(l,J) ALF2(1,J) TMAXC(l,j) CHORD(l,j) ANGLST(l,j)
| 51. 2 3 . 8 0. 098 1.50 2 7 . 5
T H T A ( 1 , J ) CMBRMX(1,J) RADLE(l.j) RADTE(l,j) SGMA(l, j)
OL 40 I 50 . 0 I 0..010 0. 010 1 . 95 88 I
RHUB(2) RTIP(2) ZCOORD(2) NBLADE(2)
R(2 , l ) ALF1(2,1) ALF2(2,l) TMAXC(2,l) CHORD(2,l) ANGLST(2,l) Jl
Figure 13. - Example of input data coding sheet.
50
THTA(2,1) CMBRMX(2,l) RADLE(2,l) RADTE(2,l) SGMA(2,l) K II Jl
R(2,J) "" ALF1(2",J) ALF2(2,J) TMAXC(2,J) CHORD(2, j ) ' ANGLST(2,j)
THTA(2/J) CMBRMX(2,J) RADLE(2,j) RADTE{2,j) SGMA(2,j) .
K ' II J1--
K II Jl' -
'RHUB(I-I) RTIP(I-I) ZCOORD(l-l) NBLADE('I-l)
R( 1-1,1) ALPl(I-l,'l) ALF2(l-l,'l) TMAXC (1-1,1) CHORD(l-l.l) ANGLST( 1-1, l)







| . 1 . 800 4 . 5 0
R(I,1) R(I ,2)
j 4 . 3 5 4. 25
GPMA(l) PHIB(l)
J8 6 0 2 . 6, 0 . 3 3 7
0 . 0
R(I,3)
3 . 7 0
RHO(l)












| 2 . 05 | 1 . 9 5 |
BETA(l,l,l) H(l , l , l ) P(l,l,l) STRTUB(1,1,1) RN(1,1,1) GPM(l',l,l) "
1 oTcT" 112 . 90
BETA(1,1,2) H(l , l ,2)
l . o . o 112 .90
7 7 . 9 6 9
P(i , l ,2)
7 4 . 0 7 9 8









K -11 - •
K LI •
oTl •'
K LI -1-1 Jl
8 6 0 2 . 6 ' | ' ,|02 l| l| ZJ
GPM(1,I,2) '
|8'602. 6 "|
K LI 11 Jl







0. ' 1 12
,2,l) H( l ,2
7 7 4 . 172
,2,2,) H( l ,2
83 3 | 17 9










| 1. 5860 3898
STRUB(1,2,1) RN(r,
| 4 . 7 2 7 6 0
STRTUB(1,'2,2) RN(l,
| 8. 448 9 0
2
2
8 • 86 02.
,1) GPM(l,







K 11 II Jl
|02 1 1~7|
K LI II Jl
|0 2 1 2 H
K LI II Jl
|02 1 2 j
BET A (1, 2, J) H(1,2,J) P(l ,2, j ) STRTOB(1,2,J) RN(1,2,J) OPM(l ,2,J)
41 . 842 [ 205 . 80 | 1 15 . 2 6 9 | 1 . 5 8 6 0 0. 0 86 0 2 . 6
K LI II Jl
|02 1 2 11
































































































4 . 7 2 7 6
STRTUB(2,2,












































8313. 7 . |
GPM(2;2,J)
8 3 1 3 . 7
K LI II Jl
K LI II Jl
K Ll II Jl
K Ll
K Ll II Jl
N
K LI II Jl
K LI II Jl
lQ2l 2 l l l 7l
K Ll II Jl
K Ll II Jl
K Ll II Jl
2| 7|
BETA(2,I,1) H(2,I,1) P(2,I , l ) STRTUB(2,I,l) RN(2, I , l ) OPM(2,I,l)
BETA(2,I,2) H(2, I ,2) P(2,I ,2) STRTOB(2,I,2) RN(-2,I,2) GPM(2,I ,2)
K Ll II Jl
K .Ll II Jl
BETA(2|,I,J) H(2,I ,J) STRTUB(2,I, ,I,j) GPM(2,I,j) K Ll II Jl
GPMA(L) PHIB(L) RHO(L) PV(L) VISK(L) K Ll










I 3 7 . 7 5 0
BETA(L,2,2)
| 3 6'. 042
BETA(L,2,J)
| - 6 5 . 2 8 3
BETA(L,I,l)
BETA(L,I,2)
| 0 . 2 6 2
H(L,1,1)




| 113 . 3 6
H(L,2,1)
1 248 . 98
H(L,2,2)
| 2 4 6 . 8 8
H(L,2,J)





9 0 . 9 6 7
P(L,1,2)
88 . 5 45
P(L,1,J)











4. 7 2 76 •
STRTUB(L,1,2)
8 . 4 4 8 9
STRTUB(L,1,J)
1 . 58 60
STRTUB(L,2,l)














67 12 . 7
GPM(L,1,2)
6 7 1 2 . 7
GPM(L,1,J)
3 9 1 3 . 6 |67 12. 7
RN(L,2,1) GPM(L,2, l )








6 7 1 2 . 7
GPM(L,2,J)
6 7 1 2 . 7
GPM(L,I,l)
GPM(L,I,2)
K LI II Jl
[02] 8 l~l|
K LI II Jl
K LI II Jl
K LI II Jl
|02| 8 1
K LI II Jl
I 2|
K LI II Jl .
K LI II Jl
K LI II Jl
BETA(L,I,J) H(L,I,J) P(L,I,J) STRTUB(L,I, j) RN(L,I,J) GPM(L,I,j) K LI II Jl
Figure B. - Concluded.
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APPENDIX E
LISTING OF INPUT DATA
All the input cards associated with the pump data presently considered are listed
here, following a key which identifies the values listed. Instantaneous values of rotor
speeds and volume flow rates were entered where available. In other instances, average
values were used.
54
Number of data sets
Identification - line 1
Identification - line 2
Identification - line 3
Identification - line 4
Identification .- line 5
Identification - line 6
Identification - line 7


































K l ,r l
CMrl
K l , r2
CMr2






K l , r6
CMr6























































































































N A S A CCNFIGURfT ICN 02
0.4 HUE-TIP R A T I O , 16 BLADES, 9-INCH TIP DIAMETER, '
1.5-INCH ChORC, 0.013-0.020-INCH RADIAL TIP CLEARANCE,
C.24 DESIGN TIP D-FACTCR,
CCUELE CIRCULAR ARC ELADE PRCFILE,
C.293 CESIGtv FLOW COEFFICIENT.
NCT REPCRTEO.


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0.7 HUB-TIP R*TIO, 19 ELADES, 9-INCH TIP DIAMETER,
1.5-INCH CHCRD, O.C05-0.012-INCH RACIAL TIP CLEARANCE,
C.43 DESIGN TIP D-FACTCR,
CCUELE CIRCOL/SR ARC ELAOE PROFILE,
C.294 DESIGN FLOW COEFFICIENT.




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0.7 HUE-TIP RATIO, 8 ELADES, 9-INCH TIP
3.04-INCH CHORD, 0.013-0.020-INCH RADIAL
c.4e"DESIGN TIPVO-FACTCR,
CCIBLE CIRCULAR ARC BLADE PPOFILE,
0.294 CESIGN FLOW COEFFICIENT.
I^CT 'REPORTED.






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4 5 . 7 2 C























































































3 5 5 . 7 2
35C.27












































































































































































































































































































































































































































N A S A CONFIGURATION 5
C.8 HUB-TIP R A T I O , 19 BLADES, 9-INCH TIP DIAMETER,
1.5-INCh C H C R C f 0.016-INCH RADIAL TIP CLEARANCE,
0.66 DESIGN TIP 0-FACTCR,
CCUBLE CIRCLLAR ARC ELADE' PROFILE,
C.4.66 DESIGN FLCW COEFFICIENT.



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































N A S A CCNFIGUR/iTICN 6
0.8 HUE-TIP R A T I O , IS BLADES* 9-INCH TIP D IAMETER i
1.5-IKCK CHGRC, 0.026-INCH RADIAL TIP CLEARANCE,
C.66 DESIGN TIP 0-FACTCR,
CCUELE CIRCULAR ARC ELADE PROFILE,
C.466 DESIGN FLCW COEFFICIENT.
NOT REPORTED.










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































C.8 HUE-TIP RATIO, 19 ELADESt 5-INCH TIP DIAMETER,
C.834-INCH CKCRD, 0.COS-INCH RADIAL TIP CLEARANCE,
C.66 DESIGN TIP C-FACTCR,
CCOBLE CIRCULAR ARC ELADE PROFILE,"-'















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































C.8 HUE-TIP RATIO, 19 ELADES, 5-INCH TIP DIAMETER,
0.834-INCH CI-CRD, O.C16-INCH RADIAL TIP CLEARANCE,
C.66 CESIGN TIP D-FACTCR,
CCUBLE CIRCULAR ARC ELfDE PROFILE,
C.466 DESIGN FLOW COEFFICIENT.
NCT REPQRTEC.


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































"i - • . '<
NASA CONFIGURATION 10
C.8 HUB-TIP RATIO, 19 BLADES, 5-INCH TIP DIAMETER,
0.834-INCH ChCRD, 0.023-INCH RADIAL TIP CLEARANCE,
0.6i6 CES1GN TIP D-FACTCR,
CCUELE CIRCLL/SR ARC B L A D E ' PROFILEt
C.466 CESIC-N FLCW COEFFICIENT.
NCT REFCRTEC.



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NASA CCI\FIGUR/!TICN 13 ADJUSTED-SEE ERI-7790C
C.ES hUe-TIP RATIO, 22 BLADES, 9-INCH TIP DIAMETER,
1.172-INCH CHCRD, O.C10-INCH RACIAL TIP CLEARANCE,
C.72 DESIGN TIP D-FACTCR,
CCUBLE CIRCULAR ARC ELADE PROFILE,
0.5 DESIGN FLCfc COEFFICIENT,
FRElIMNARV.


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NASA CCNFIGUP/TIGN 14 ADJUSTED-SEE ERI-7790C
C.9 HUB-TIP RATIOi 1? BLADES, 9-INCH TIP DIAMETER,
1.5-INCK CHCRC, C.01C-INCH R A C I A L TIP CLEARANCE,
0.63 .CESIGN TIP C - F A C T C R ,
CCUELE CIRCLL/lR ARC BLADE PROFILE,
C.7 CESIGN FLCrt COEFFICIENT,
PRELIMINARY.
14 9 2 5
4.C50 4.50 0.0 19
4.455 63.37 9.11 O.C705 1.5.
54.26 5C.O 0.010 C.C10 1.010















































. 0 • 0. .










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































C.8 HUE-TIP R£TIO,19ELADES,9 INCH TIP DIAMETER
1.5 INCH CHORD,C.009-C.010 INCH RACIAL TIP CLEARANCE
C.556 DESIGN TIP D-FACTOR
DOUBLE CIRCULAR ARC BLADE PROFILE
C.466 DESIGN FLOW COEFFICIENT
NCT REPORTED
























































































































C;.0; --r •' .,
c.o,. : •,:
c.o ., r










C.O , '[ '

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































' ' , 15










































































































































































































































































































































































































33 BLADES, 9-INCH TIP DIAMETER
C1C-INCH RADIAL TIP






















































































































































































































































































































































































































16 1 2 1
16 1 2 2
16 1 2 3
16 1 2 4
16 1 25
16 2
16 2 1 1
16 2 1' 2
16 213
16 2 1 4
16 2 I 5
16 2 2 1
16 2 2 2
16 223
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The equations used in calculating parameters are presented. All symbols are de-
fined in appendix A. The sign convention is shown in figure 14. Integrals are approxi-
mated by finite summations. Also, in several instances, different formulae for calcu-
lating the value of a particular parameter for a rotor, stator, or stage are required.
e,2,s
Stator
Figure 14. - Sign convention for blade-element parameters. Absolute tangential component of velocity is positive (+) in direction of
blade velocity for stators and rotors; relative tangential component of velocity is positive (+) in direction opposite to blade velocity
for stators and rotors.
Blade-Element Parameter Equations
Spanwise location as fraction of total passage height from annulus outer surface,
FLOHIT(I1, Jl):





Spanwise location as fraction of tip radius, RRT(I1, Jl):
= '-^-' """ (F3)
R R 2 = — ' • : ' - • • ' ' ••",• ' (F4).
r2,t < • • • • . " ' . " . • - ' • • • > . . '
Absolute fluid velocity, XV(L1, II, Jl):
vl = (H " h} (F5)
V2 ""
Tangential component of absolute fluid velocity (see fig. 14 for sign convention),
VU(L1, II, Jl);
. '
 V0, 1 = Vl sin %
V0> 2 = V2 sin /32 ? (F8)
Axial component of fluid velocity, VZ( LI, II, Jl):
V
z, 1 = Vl cos
Total-head rise, DELTAH(L1, II, Jl): " ' ' . . ' . ' . ' , " ,
AH = H2 - Hj (Fll)
Static-head rise, DELTAP(L1, II, Jl):
Ah = h2 - hx (F12)
Blade velocity at blade-row inlet, U1(L1, II, Jl):
Uj = rjNjr/360. 0 (F13)
83.
Blade velocity at blade-row outlet, U2(L1, II, Jl):
U2 = r2N:7/360. 0 (F14)
Tangential component; of inlet relative fluid velocity (see fig. 14 for sign convention),
VUP1(L1,H, Jl):
V0, 1 = Ul - \ 1
1
Tangential component of outlet relative fluid velocity (see fig. 14 for sign convention),
VTJP2(L1, II, Jl):
(F16)
Inlet relative fluid velocity, XVP1(L1, II, Jl):
• ' *
Outlet relative fluid velocity, XVP2(L1, II, Jl):
+(\*r
Reynolds number, REC(L1, II, Jl):
cv;
Rec = l— (F19)
• • ; • ! . C 12.0 I /
Inlet relative axisymmetric flow angle (see fig. 14 for sign convention), BETAP1(L1, II,
Jl):
1 V' ,
>. = ox- L -^ (F20)
. *
 Vi




Incidence angle (see fig. 14 for sign convention), FNC1(L1,'I1, Jl):
i= 1011 - kj ' (F22)
Deviation angle for rotor (see fig. 14 for sign convention), DEL2(L1, II, Jl):
6R = ^ 2 , R - K 2 , R <F23>
Deviation angle for stator (see fig. 14 for sign convention), DEL2(L1, II, Jl):
6S = / C 2,S-^2 ,S " "• <F24>
Diffusion factor for rotor, XD(L1, II, Jl):
V* r V - r ' V ' " • • • ' '
D_ = 1 - 2>R - !,R Q, 1,H 2, R 0, 2, R (F25)
Vi,R CTVi,R(r2,R + rl,R)
Diffusion factor for stator, XD(L1, II, Jl):
p = 1 - 2 > S - 2>S e > 2 > 5 1 0 > 1 > S (F26)
V1,S • f f V l fS<'2,S + p l f S>
1
Head-rise coefficient for rotor, XPSI(L1, II, Jl):
(v,R)!
Head-rise coefficient for stage, XPSI(L1,I1, Jl):
gc(H2 s - Hj
staee = ' (F28)g
85
Ideal head-rise coefficient for rotor, XPSII(L1, II, Jl): i ' .
!/. = 2, R 0 ,2 ,R 1,R 6,1,R (F29)i, R , • v _ v /
^stage ,/,
M, stage
Inlet flow coefficient for rotor, XPHI1(L1, II, Jl):
ul , t ,R
Outlet flow coefficient for rotor, XPHI2(L1, II, Jl):
2,t,R
Inlet flow coefficient for stator, XPHI1(L1, II, Jl):
Ideal-head-rise coefficient for stage, XPSn(Ll,Il, Jl):
U9 Rvfl 1 q - U1 T?vfl 1 T?• W/ i Z,K 0, i,b i,K V, 1,K
ri, stage
Hydraulic efficiency for rotor, XEFF(L1, II, Jl): ' '
T)R = —— (F31)
Hydraulic efficiency for stage, XEFF(L1,I1, Jl):
- « * , _ CF35).
yl,t,R
86
Outlet flow coefficient for stator, XPHI2(L1, II, Jl):
(p - Z,2,S (F36)
Urn O TYU l , t ,R
Total-head loss coefficient for rotor, OMEGB(L1, II, Jl):
«
 = 2(* - * ) VU2. t, R)R ^i,R ^R;
Total-head loss coefficient for stator, OMEGB(L1, II, Jl):
~ ' — (F38)
cos j3
l,J!Vz,2,R, Jl AA2,R, Jl
Jl-J




Wake momentum thickness parameters for stator, TCA(L1, II, Jl):
(9/c)A,S = -^— ^ (F40)
Mass-Averaged Parameter Equations
Head-rise coefficient for rotor, RHRCO(L1,.I1):
(F41)
V
z, 2, R, Jl AA2, R, Jl
Jl=l
87
Head-rise coefficient for stage, RHRCO(L1, II):
J1=J
/^stage, Jl\ 2, S, Jl AA2, S,
V
z, 2, S, Jl AA2, S, Jl
Jl=l
Ideal head-rise coefficient for rotor, RHRCOI(L1, II):
J1=J
/ , ^i, R, Jl Vz, 2, R, Jl AA2f R, Jl
J1=J
/ , Vz.2.R.Jl AA2.R.J1
Ideal head-rise coefficient for stage, RHRCOI(L1, II):
J1=J
Jl=l
Hydraulic efficiency for rotor, RMAE(L1,I1):
(F43)
/ , ^i, stage, Jl Vz, 2, S, Jl AA2, S, Jl ,
;i, stage = JU1
 n=J ~ <
F44>
K—\
YZ, 2, S, Jl AA2, S, Jl
88
Hydraulic efficiency for stage, RMAE(L1,I1):
.
 ri, stage
Net positive suction head (rotor only), HSVB(L1, II):
J1=J
(H l ,R,Jl-hv,Jl>V Z , l ,R,JlA A l ,R,Jl
H = ^ ± (F47)Sv
 J1=J
V
z, 1,R, Jl i,jx, ui
Jl=l
Integrated and venturi-metered flow-rate comparison at blade-row inlet, QERR1(L1, II):
;
J1=J
> v TJ AA. „(
^^--i^ ' J. (F48)
Integrated and venturi-metered flow-rate comparison at blade-row outlet, QERR2(L1, II):
'J1=J
FRC9 = - ' - ^ - (F49)
Average Parameter Equations
*




QV, a = —j - (F5°)
89





Average blade-tip velocity at rotor inlet, UTIP1A(L1, II):
J1=J
P!
 t a =
 J1=1
 (F52)i, t, a j






Average flow coefficient, PHIB(LI) (calculated external to the program and read in):
- 144.0 Q
<P = ; ^^T (F54)
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TABLE III. - BLADE DESIGN PARAMETERS
[Leading- and trailing-edge radii are radially constant at 0.010 in.. except
configurations 8, 9. and 10 (0.0055 in . ) and configurations ISA and 16
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